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Once, there was a man in a car.

He had a very long way to go. He packed what he tought he needed

and an extra bag of stu� to make the journey more bearable, like

favourite music and snacks… and set o�.

He wasn’t too far along when he heard some sounds coming from a

corner of his car.

What should he do?

Keep going?

Investigate?

Look at the meters?



We are all on a (mostly) long journey called life.

In 2020, most of how we knew how to do life ground to a halt. Our

collective car sputtered and we argued about what we should do. We

got cantankerous. We got frightened. We got impatient, and more.

It began to dawn on us that our car could still run, but only barely. If we

persist in maintaining the way we ran things, our journey may end with a

serious meltdown in souls and systems.

We squirmed in our seats.

What do we do?

Then we started talking about a New Normal, becoming cognizant that

our situation is not merely an overheated engine.

It also dawned on many of us that most of what we all lugged on the

journey could not help the situation one bit.



In the midst of the massive uncertainty, while questions were asked,

accusations were lobbed and loyalties shifted, some of us did

courageous and even unusual things to keep spirits up and bodies alive.

A New Normal is coming.

What do we do?

We feel, think, and act our way to it

through

unlearning how we do life

relearning what is truly life-giving

helping each other

and

What do we do?



.

One was abuzz with activity, trying to do her best to both impress her

guest and ful�l societal expectations.

There is a story of two sisters who hosted Jesus.

The other decided to sit and pay attention to the guest.

The �rst sister got fed up and whined just a bit to Jesus, because of

course, he should appreciate all her hard work.

To her surprise and all of ours, Jesus said this:

“Mary has chosen the better part, and it will not be taken from her”.



Present

...

We

?

Are

God

Is
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the musings, thoughts and questions here feel relevant and pertinent

still -

This is a record of Covid reactions posted on (mostly) facebook from

What is in our makeup, in fact, that draws us to that which should sicken

us?”

“Why do humans never really learn the lessons we are supposed to?

the outbreak until the end of March.

― Harlan Coben, Hold Tight

I o�er these and hope that we may learn and �nd A Better Way in the

New Normal

Even as we inch towards a new normal,

because – as Harlen Coben puts it,

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/630252?token=c04c6c667f57e03f7ee22f7e8a26f2e5&embed_fonts=
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/14592071


start from the front, or begin from the end.



ta
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What is truly lost? In our reactions and actions, we see how much

humanity has lost.

Nature -- that wants to thrive.

Hearts - that want to connect and struggle to

Homes - that should be places for peace, nourishment, rest feels like

prison to so many

Loss

living has become so reduced to consumption and entertainment, we go

stir-crazy and turn to more entertainment to cope. Net�ix is gonna bust.

From the start of Covid, i hear mostly groans about losses in skin-deep

pleasure such as "can't travel!" (yes the loud richer folks who dominate

conversations) Then the reality of other losses kicked in...

Life

God is Truth and he does not want us to live in lies.

It seems God deigns to allow something things to expose the truth.

26th

MARCH
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God is exposing what we pass o� as life to be shallow and even

dangerous. God is urging us to weep over losses that matter. God is

revealing the depth of our faith.

BE STILL AND LISTEN.

Like homes and home-ccoked meals. Faith is a home and home-grown

thing really. And you don't even need a Christian family for it.

You and God are two, and there is community.

If God be real, He in you and with you, would reach outwards to include

and welcome others.

What do we truly trust?

How do we practise faith, when our usual 'practices' cannot be done?

How do we express faith, when our usual expressions are curtailed.

What's at the heart of our habits and expressions -- do we really

believe, value and �ght for it, or was it convenient, or worse, a matter of

consumption...such that this becomes a time to moan and whine..

Faith
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We undermine and upturn Your design simply because we can.

We scorn our leaders.

We transgress boundaries.

We seek �rst our measly kingdoms

God Almighty

Have mercy on us.

We understand and value so little of this miracle called life.

We abort it.

We consume it.

We abuse it.

We barter it.

We sicken it.

We devalue it.

We dismiss it.

24th

So we reap what we sow

Death

Distance

Isolation

Confusion
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That squandering our resources

And creating masses of un-homed humanity

All of the endless buying and selling

The realpolitik

Becomes questions

We don’t even have strength to summon

Through a microbe, You want to awaken us to the truth that this is a

moral universe

that our lives are more entwined than our pride cares to admit

You let us come to an end of sorts

Before

The

End

God Almighty,

Have mercy on us.
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And let us—

Really Live.



Make the most of this strange homebound season. Your home is your

rooting place, from whence you �ourish.

22nd

1. 
what does that look like for you? have you always wanted to begin
with prayer and scripture? Now that you don't have to rush out
...put in place new habits.
start with the LORD - who gave you life, and to whom you will
return one day.

start your day right

2. 
it could mean you have to brave it to repair a relationship. it could
be going on Zoom, reading that book, learning a new skill,
redesgining your work...tidying your space, decluttering..trying
recipes....Something that at the end of the day you can feel
productive about.
Some keep to work hours, others work better in spurts.. this is time
to be free of constraints and actually be your most productive
(though it may not be �nancially so, but u are investing in yourself)

do something meaningful

3. 
shut o� whatsapp noti�cations. when in the day can you just move
away from devices and breathe slow, enjoy a drink, look out the
window...

take mental breaks

4. 
text, write a letter (yes, snail style), forward a funny...to let
someone know you are thinking of them. stay connected. Where
are the vulnerable and poor that you may know? It's safe to get
out and serve a need, so go do it!

reach out to someone

5. 
this is a great time for rediscovering what your life is about. write
your feelings, thoughts, questions, prayers..insights... let it pour
forth and trust that any shape it must take will form in time.

journal



21st

every loss, every death is surreal yet so searing and hard...
with four sudden deaths in my family, news of death always strikes me
like a paper cut - �ne and painful.

This is what to do with the News.

“2 fatalities”

fatalities for me means Grief.
and grief means loss

i feel easily for those who lose loved ones
sometimes it tires me

but i feel even more keenly for the ways we die each day
for having not really lived

 reminds me to repent for the temptation to coast, avoid, sneer,
judge... fret... anything but live, and love.
#Lent

What did the news do to/for you?

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/lent?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG


3. Families of sick & dying

to receive comfort in their grief & turn to God

20th

Let’s pray

1. For leaders everywhere

to do that which builds up and is future-looking, and turn to God

2. For the sick, dying who feel abject isolation

to sense angels’ wings & turn to God

4. For the poor (incl those who lost work)

to make meaning of their lives & turn to God

5. For solution bringers- healthcare, community leaders, change igniters

to hv uncommon strength & stamina & turn to God

6. For areas not yet a�ected

to be shielded & turn to God

AMEN





20th

So 

No loss to faith.

Just a blip in our habits.

And an opportunity to purposely choose (and trust me, with di�culty if

you have teens) to show up and be with church over a screen...

and then go forth to be the church.

church services are suspended.

Vulnerability

Don't fret.

Dig in and �nd your faith present and strong.

For The One you trust is Present and He is Strong.

p.s. and don't church s(hop) ...

19th

at �rst, everyone talked of Fear.

i think though

the real word for our times is



we are Vulnerable - that's always been true,

though we pretend otherwise

being busy was a great accomplice to this illusory veil

now torn asunder

our hearts exposed

our judging

hateful

frightened

self-centred

hearts

but we also have the Ability

to do small things that

can make a huge di�erence --

such as

dampen the advance of a virus

slow the downward spiral of contempt and even reverse it

spreading hope through word and deed



will this end in a smouldering heap

of wrecked healthcare systems

heartbreaking preventable deaths

massive unemployment and rising crime rates

soaring divorces

more cries for blood coz leadership decisions were horrible

or

can we have a 

where our hearts and hands are cleansed

disinfected from the diseases of humanity’s greed, vice and darkness

love is rediscovered for what it really is about

work is redesigned for meaning and impact

time is redeemed for greater good

#newnormal

you and i

can decide

how this ends.

it’s up to us each

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/newnormal?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAQi7PzwUv2GxgnY_ShJ9SefM005z7BWipZGIXgwnrIfk-nLiWBzbxKjecf4aiXtYixMh84lme7wwY20GtTCxPFW_6li1qNSeTiYz381_X_jVZO4zvk6mv6GkyguyqK1tgmN7Oekjxmu536n6hWvm1V3IjRh5vJqtn0g3DdEStc4tToaJ-OmQ9N8TWRXePKSlYqA0QA6i7Z9zxxUg9Ys_vnspuXbxo1ZS1-9ToXqYIvBwNCdnPjptALBtTUPrbGZDfctQFqP4xfKD8aNLgdn_w0H20lXyJWlAAB5OQM0zlXVcSN_zmLqYKEqLttnJUZ3BII4kpxfLwHcSPmQiuCJQ&__tn__=%2ANK-R




for without deference
every
single
one

of us

must die

everything we have known
cherish
hold on to
fought for
acted justly or unjustly to gain
must end

then,

what?

this distant taste
of death
is a gift

18th





1. To me, you are all the same.

16th

“Covid-19”

I don’t know why you would think otherwise. I  hear sco�ng and disdain
which made my advance that much easier.

What’s in a name — only that it is feared.

2. I’m just looking for a home to colonise (had to borrow your language)

I do what I am meant to do.

I am a living thing and I want to live. Again, why don’t you?

It’s laughable to me that you don’t do what you are meant to do:

take me seriously

take life seriously

O well, now that microscopic me is alive and abroad, why don’t I let you
in on some realties:

Well, that’s what you chose to call me — to di�erentiate me from my
weaker cousins labelled by you as the variants of In�uenza.



I hear so much whining about being at home and all… your kind is really
restless. So by right, you should understand my need to keep

advancing, and (ah that nuance word again) colonise. In fact, if you did
not try to suck life’s marrow dry with your rampant consumer habits, I

(and all my future tribe) wouldn’t be quite so successful.

6. I’m “sorry” about your old and vulnerable, but again you don’t seem to

value them anyway

4. You don’t really know me yet

One word: tragic. But hey, who am I, a virus to judge?

My lips, if I have any, are sealed. Self-disclosure isn’t my thing. It seems,
you humans aren’t too great with it either. I laugh each time I hear how

garbled your numbers are.

5. Like you, I like to travel and enjoy all sorts of hosts, totally careless

about my ‘footprint’ & impact

Morals ain’t my thing. You humans are supposed to be higher order
beings, and yes I have witnessed some of it, especially in healthcare

facilities — this thing called sacri�ce. But there are specimens of your
kind that grant us wonderful passage. A special shoutout to the

thousands who sneak away before any stay-home-order or lockdown,
e�ectively introducing us to new dwelling places.

3. I’m heedless and heartless (but I understand you are not {supposed to

be})



10. I admit: there’s this thing called Prayer that bothers me.

And we know nothing adds life like humour.

But it’s not a science and hey, you have your faith, I have mine.

8. As long as you care only for individual selves, I win- coz u forget how

interdependent you are. Hahaha!

So apparently some think the isolation, work from home et al. are
invasions of personal privacy… really? I just invaded your privacy and you

had no idea. O  my, what is wrong with you humans?

Lockdowns are no fun for me, nor you.

9. I have no comment re toilet paper.

7. I am humoured by stupidity



LORD, help me

think thoroughly and deeply

pray regularly and wildly

work creatively, courageously and patiently

speak clearly and lovingly

then take me home when You are done and I am ready.

12th

Do you hope life will go back to ‘normal’ OR are you hoping for a new

normal? Elaborate.

13th



Cool our fever’d brows

Dab us clinically clean

Giant swabs across the sky

4th



1. EARN a good income if you can
Encourage the next gen to work and earn a living. it is important to
learn the value of hard work and also to have good �nancial sense.
Most of all, if we are well paid, and can generate wealth, we can
then share! There are immense needs in the body and in the world
and in the spirit of 2 Cor 8, those of us who CAN earn should!

2. REGAIN your life by redeeming your time.
Too much time spent on fancy stu� like intermittent fasting (yes
Fast, it's LENT), arguing about the climate etc. etc... every thing we
spend energies and time on, means time and energy stolen from
something or someone... Go �gure. Decide and live.

3. SHAPING or glutting
I can't be sure of this. I believe in contributing to online
conversations, shaping thought space and thought leadership. But
i sometimes wonder if we are contributing to a glut of stu� and
the habit we all have of scrolling and scanning. My approach is to
be selective (it's ok to miss something or not have the last word)
and share carefully what is actually important or meaningful for
me and i believe for the present time. What's your strategy?

3 thoughts for thinking on:

3rd



- personal hygiene becomes a thing

- jobs are redesigned so we work more e�ectively, allow more �exi

arrangements

- families grow closer (even if at �rst it was awkward or even hard to be

together so much)

- social responsibility becomes a catch phrase and communal value

(extending to trash, noise etc)

- schools decide to major on the majors, incl giving more time to play

and longer lunch breaks

- neighbourliness also becomes a norm

- churches lead the pack in doing good

DREAM BIG Could COVID-19 give us these things –

27th

FEBUARY



Have mercy LORD.

- churches refocus on their purpose and calling and reduce expenditure

on frills

- we stop panicking and measuring life by GDP but by Goodness

Dispensed Propitiously

- many, many people seek and �nd GOD.

And so we repent of everything crazy we did to live and did to Life -

especially we who know the Way, the Truth and the Life.

- the rich who haven't really cared much for the poor see their value

drop and stop building more barns, but sharing what they have

- the world realise that the air is better and we really value it

- we all learn to live more simply, stop �ying to shop for example (coz

really, eating exotic isn't limited to Wuhan though we aren't into bats)..



thoughts and actions





Many troubles are a result of half-heartedness

25th

Tomorrow

when I go

to have my forehead marked

with ash

I wonder

what of mortality

and life

will reach deep into me

so that death and life

twinned and timed

lup live

dub die

There is always something to repent of - we have dusty corners we

don't notice. Plus, u want to be fruitful.

I am the vine, you are the branches; the one who remains in Me, and I in

him bears much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing - Jesus

24th



So that you may know that it is I,

The Lord, the God of Israel, who calls you by your name.

20th

It’s so important to help our hearts & our children process their emotions

and thoughts, & not just moralise everything.

In this season of Covid, God is inviting us to draw closer to Him & each

other.

So I wrote this devotional, and The Treasure Box did it up so nicely –

23rd

Gift Of Peace (teen edition)

What does God want to gift you through this Covid season?  Isaiah 45v3:

Gift of Peace (children version)

I will give you the treasures of darkness

And hidden wealth of secret places,

https://www.thetreasurebox.sg/collections/family-devotionals/products/gift-of-peace-family-devotional-teens?fbclid=IwAR0AmWl8_lm716PM4ZPJOSA8b29acXMVLpFcfZ-QFFiA2VTaNiTSLQ0vSho
https://https//www.thetreasurebox.sg/collections/family-devotionals/products/gift-of-peace-family-devotional-free-download


From all that dims Thy Calvary
O Lamb of God, deliver me.

Give me the love that leads the way,
The faith that nothing can dismay
The hope no disappointments tire,
The passion that will burn like �re;

Let me not sink to be a clod;
Make me Thy fuel, Flame of God.

~ Amy Carmichael.

18th

Beautiful reminder. A prayer I had printed out as a young pastor:

Flame of God

From prayer that asks that I may be

Sheltered from winds that beat on Thee,

From fearing when I should aspire,

From faltering when I should climb higher

From silken self, O Captain, free
Thy soldier who would follow Thee.
From subtle love of softening things,

From easy choices, weakening,
(Not thus are spirits forti�ed,

Not this way went the Cruci�ed)



It seems using the plasma of recovered patients (after clinically treating)

is having a signi�cant impact on treating Covid-19 patients!

Wounded Healing?

Lord, grant us mercy.

Yet-

Let us not stop short of the
soul-searching,
heart-rending,
systems-disrupting

that You desire for us...

So that we may truly be

Salt & Light
Pillar of truth
Havens of safety
Oases of peace

Antioch in destiny

Discipline and disciple us Jesus.

14th

Let us yield ever more fully to Your Will.



At the broader level, everyone has to become aware and adjust. Some

need to learn to wash their hands (like teens) properly. All of us have to

subject ourselves to temperature tests (and hence take so much longer

to just get into work or church). We have to grow to accept this thing

called Social Responsibility.

I feel the concerns of those whose livelihoods are impacted: shops are

quieter (except groceries), events are being canceled.. and what of the

foreign worker who is taken ill.

And what about manpower shortages as everyone avoids going out? A

CNA article says volunteer numbers have dropped.

...

11th

Darkness or Light - choose.

A tiny microbe can upset us and our well-oiled systems.

Makes us face our mortality as well as where we place our security and

hope.

I came close to that when i had to be hospitalised for dengue. Catching

�u at this time (and having had contact with friends from China) isn't

pleasant to say the least.



The man who cleans the playground so kids can play.

The neighbour who provides sanitisers or cleans the lift buttons.

The ones who visit the poor and elderly to check on them.

Those dreaming up ideas of how to encourage frontline workers. 

And each of you who choose to spread this viral goodness!

Every single sincere other-centred prayer.

We can gripe - or

We can grow.

I always have questions about whether there are better ways to turn an

economy, whether jobs can be more value-measured, whether we can

clean our own spaces rather than rely on others.

...

For starters, if each of us can be responsible to wear a mask if we feel a

tinge of anything... Temperature taking which isn't really e�ective an

stop.

But we can't trust our hearts, at times.

Yet, there are those who call out to us, who show us that it's a choice:

light or darkness.
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Holed up at home, I am somewhat impatient - coz there's work to be

done. I am grateful for this medium that allows me to participate.

But I feel that tug of self-preservation and the shadows of fear. And I

know I have to choose.

Scientists - to uncover what will help us all in the ongoing �ght against
new virulent strains

What is your choice?

10th

O LORD, we pray for
Healthcare workers & cleaners - boost their immunity so no more will
fall ill.

The infected - to be detected & respond to rest & medical care

The sick - to be able to rest & defeat all infections

The larger society - not to yield to panic or greed, but be sober &
choose Kindness.

Leaders - to manage wisely & communicate clearly

https://app.designrr.io/projectHtml/630252?token=c04c6c667f57e03f7ee22f7e8a26f2e5&embed_fonts=


At the same time (& this is what counts):

-Prayers

-Practical Care

- Plans to do good

Let’s major on the latter!

8th

to feel fear does not have to lead to fearful living

3rd

when you try so hard to hold on, you may lose what truly matters

Churches - to be unafraid to love and live generously & experience a
new depth of faith, hope and love.

9th

So predictable ain’t it:

- way too much info: good, bad, ugly

- irrational behaviour

- much analysis (some v insightful!)



1st

went to bed with heavy heart

woke up with a clouded mind

Grabbed my journal

wrote and listened

Heart is freer

Peace is restored

Con�dence is given



O Lord, grant me to greet the coming of the day in peace, help me in all

things to rely upon Your holy will.

In every hour of the day reveal Your will to me.

Bless my dealings with all who surround me.

Teach me to treat all that comes to me throughout the day with peace

of soul and with �rm conviction that Your will governs all.

In all my deeds and words guide my thoughts and feelings.

In unforeseen events, let me not forget that all are sent by You.

Teach me to act �rmly and wisely, without embittering and

embarrassing others.

Give me strength to bear the fatigue of the coming day with all that it

shall bring.

Direct my will, teach me to pray.

And Yourself, pray in me.

Amen

31st

Jan



― St. Thomas Aquinas

“Fear is such a powerful emotion for humans that when we allow

it to take us over, it drives compassion right out of our hearts.”

29th



you can read and engage further with me at

or 

or by 

facebook

email

tweeting

share your thoughts with me

Learn more

thank you for reading

stay well

strong

and

Really

Live

https://www.facebook.com/jenni.hohuan/
mailto:jhohuan@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/jenjedihh





